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Well-designed math apps can improve students’ engagement and achievement (Fabian et al, 2016). Previous studies 

have suggested five educational benchmarks that can be used to identify well-designed math apps (Dubé et al., 

2020). However, there is limited research evaluating the educational quality of children’s math apps. To address this 

problem 33 top math apps in the Apple App store were analyzed. Specifically, a coding scheme was developed and 

applied for the evaluation of the apps’ in-game content. The coding scheme covered five educational benchmarks 

(scaffolding, feedback, learning theory, math subjects covered, and content integration). The evaluation of these top 

math apps showed that, in general, most of the math apps contained more than two educational benchmarks in their 

game.  Although all the apps applied a learning theory and contained feedback, there was a lack of variety in these two 

benchmarks as the apps tended to primarily use direct instruction and corrective feedback. 93% and 72% of apps 

included math subjects and scaffolding benchmarks, respectively. Among them, various types of scaffolding and math 

subjects were prevalent. The least common benchmark was intrinsic content integration, which implied that developers 

failed at linking the math learning content with the game context. Overall, the majority of math apps contain some 

amounts of educational benchmarks, but the dominant presence of corrective feedback, direct instruction, and only on-

demand scaffolding do not suggest a high-level of educational quality. These preliminary findings highlight the need 

for improved design of educational math apps. 
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Well-designed games have the potential to positively impact 

learning outcomes (Fabien et al., 2016; Dubé et al., 2019). Given 

the vast number of available educational math apps, it is difficult 

for parents and educators to evaluate the quality of the design and 

content found in math apps. Previous studies have identified some 

key educational benchmarks for identifying and choosing good 

math apps that can be used to make informed decisions for parents 

and educators (Dubé et al., 2020).  

 

In Dubé and colleagues work (2020), five educational benchmarks 

were suggested (i.e., scaffolding, feedback, learning 

theory, curriculum, and educators in        

the development team). Scaffolding refers to the instructional 

supports that assist learners to accomplish the tasks that are beyond 

their capability and progressively help learners to move towards a 

stronger understanding (Larkin & Calder 2016; Wood et al., 1976; 

Wouters & Van Oostendorp, 2013). Feedback can be defined as an 

ongoing and consistent form of assessment that takes place during 

the learning process and provides information about the learner’s 

performance on a given task (Cayton-Hedges et al., 2015; Volk et 

al., 2017). Learning theory refers to games designed around a 

particular pedagogical approach (Kebritchi & Hirumi, 

2008; Dubé et al., 2020). Curriculum refers to the inclusion of 

general math subjects from the core curriculum (Dubé et 

al., 2020). Development team refers to the inclusion of educators in 
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the game development process. This benchmark was not included 

in the present study, as it cannot be assessed by using the 

app.  Instead, content integration, which can be classified as 

intrinsically or extrinsically integrated into the games, was used to 

examine the educational quality of math apps in our adapted 

framework. Content integration can be defined as the continuous 

link of game activity with its learning materials 

(Habgood & Ainshworth, 2011). This is important because the 

intrinsic integration of learning features into in-game content 

ensure game flow, which further increase the motivation and 

engagement of learners over a longer period 

(Habgood & Ainshworth, 2011; Vandercryusse et al., 2017). 

Researchers have investigated the effect of different forms of 

scaffolding, feedback, and learning theories on different learning 

outcomes in the context of technology-based-environments. 

However, little is known about the extent to which scaffolding, 

feedback, learning theories, math curriculum, and content 

integration actually appear in commercially developed educational 

math apps.    

 

Regardless of the growing number of reviews about educational 

apps in recent years, the educational quality of these math apps for 

learners have been minimally studied. Furthermore, only a handful 

of researchers have actually examined whether such elements are 

present in the math apps currently used by everyday children (cf., 
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ones developed by researchers) To address this challenge, our 

modified educational benchmarks framework (see the definitions 

and categories in the appendix) was used to examine the quality of 

top math apps in the Apple App store. 

Objective 

The goal of the current study was to a) adapt and modify a coding 

scheme for evaluating the educational quality of apps based on 

theoretical frameworks introduced by previous researchers (i.e., the 

benchmarks of Scaffolding: Wouters & Van Oostendorp, 2013; 

Feedback: Cayton-Hodges et al., 2015; Learning Theory: Kebritchi 

& Hirumi, 2008; Content integration; Habgood & Ainshworth, 

2011; Curriculum: Ontarian Curriculum, 2005) and then b) use it to 

systematically evaluate the quality of top math apps 

by examining their use of educational benchmarks. Two research 

questions guided this study:   

 

1. Which educational benchmarks are present in math apps?  
1.1. How many types of scaffolding, feedback, learning theories, 

and math subjects are found in math apps ?  
2. Can benchmarks be used to classify educational apps?  

Method 

Developing the coding scheme. To create a coding scheme for 

this study, researchers initially relied on the general educational 

benchmarks proposed by Dubé and colleagues (2019). Then, each 

educational benchmark was further elaborated, “scaffolding” from 

Wouters and Oostendorp (2013), “feedback” from Cayton-Hodges 

(2015), and “learning theories” from Kebritchi (2008), to create a 

detailed coding scheme. Math subjects were elaborated based on 

the Ontario Math Curriculum (2020). Content integration was also 

included as a benchmark to explore whether the learning content/s 

connected to the game content/s (See the Appendix for the 

detailed coding scheme). 

 

App Selection. Previously identified ‘top’ 73 math apps (Dubé et 

al., 2020) were used for the present study.2 The following criteria 

were then applied to select apps for coding: 

a. Monetary cut-off point. Only apps costing less < $15 

were selected for analysis, as more expense apps 

exceeded the typical price range for math apps and 

would not be representative.   

b. Duplication. One app was removed because it did not 

differ in content from another app.  

c. Availability. Eight apps were no longer available at the 

time of coding, as the companies went out of business.  

d. Only game-based apps.  Two apps were not games and 

were cut, as the study focused on game-based apps.  

 

Thus, 33 of the 73 apps were selected for further evaluation. Of the 

apps that were purchased and had various upgrade options, the most 

cost-effective versions were selected keeping in line with the 

monetary cut-off.  

 
2 Here, ‘top’ refers to the first 73 apps that are surfaced by the Apple App Store when 

parents search for math apps.  

 

   Coding & Evaluating Procedure. To code the 

apps, several criteria/processes were followed: 

 

a. Play duration.  For each app, the play duration was 15 

minutes. For each game/level within the app, three 

minutes were allocated for play.  The duration of 

the coding for each game was recorded in minutes and 

seconds.  
b. Deliberate mistakes. The researcher decided to 

purposefully make four mistakes on each game/level 

within a single app to determine what kind of scaffolding 

and feedback exist and to be systematic about those 

benchmarks. That means, four mistakes made for every 

three minutes. 
c. Evaluating Just in time (JIT) scaffolding. For JIT scaffolding, 

the researcher paused for 30 seconds, intentionally, at the start 

of a new level to verify if this scaffolding exists. 
d. Reliability check:  Four researchers played a sub-sample (24 

%) of apps individually to check the interrater reliability of the 

coding. After reaching acceptable reliability (above 90%), one 

researcher coded the remaining apps. 

 

Results 
 

RQ 1.1 How many types of scaffolding, feedback, learning 

theories, and math subjects are found in math apps? 

 

   Content integration. Only 18.2 % of games have intrinsically 

integrated the learning content into their game mechanics (M = 

1.82; SD = 1.39), as shown in table 1.  But, a chi-square test showed 

that the proportion of content integration in math apps was not 

significant, χ2(32) = 33.000, p = 0.418.   

 

   Scaffolding. 72.7% of apps included at least one type of 

scaffolding in their math games (M=1.48, SD= 1.18). Since a math 

game can cover more than one type of scaffolding, the total number 

of scaffolding per app was analyzed. The number of scaffolding 

types ranged from 0 to 4.  Figure 1 illustrates the proportions of the 

diverse types of scaffolding present in the examined apps. The 

proportion of the scaffolding types were analyzed using Cochran's’ 

Q test. Amongst all scaffolding types, on demand and just in time 

scaffolding were the most common whereas adaptive and on-error 

were the least common (see Table 1), χ2(6) = 19.327, p = 0.04.  

 

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of Educational Benchmarks 

Found in Math Apps  

Educational Benchmarks  Mean (SD) Frequency (%)  

Scaffolding  1.48 (1.18)   24 (72.7 %)  

   On demand  
 

 12 (36.4 %)  

   On error  
 

 3 (9.1 %)  

   Just in time     10 (30.3 %)  

   Unprompted     3 (9.1 %)  

   Adaptive     2 (6.1 %)  

   Contextualization     9 (27.3 %)  

   Worked examples.     10 (30.3 %  
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Feedback  1.70 (0.53)   33 (100 %)  

    Status Feedback     22 (66.7 %)  

    Corrective Feedback  
 

 33 (100 %)  

    Conceptual Feedback     1 (3 %)  

Learning Theory  1.06 (0.35)   33 (100 %)  

    Direct Instruction  
 

 32 (97 %)  

    Discovery Learning  
 

 1 (3 %)  

Content Integration  1.82 (1.39)   6 (18.2 %)  

  

  

 

 

 

Figure 1. The Proportions of Scaffolding Types Found in Math 

Apps 

 
 

 

Feedback.  All the apps included at least one type of feedback 

(M=1.70, SD= 0.53). Figure 2 illustrates the proportions of 

different types of feedback (i.e., status, corrective, and conceptual) 

and shows that the majority of apps included at least two types of 

feedback. Cochran’s Q test was used to compare the proportion of 

different types of feedback, and the result shows that corrective 

feedback was the most common whereas the least common was 

conceptual feedback, χ2(2) = 49.563, p < .001.   

 

 

Figure 2. The Proportion of Feedback Types Found in Math 

Apps 

 

 
 

 

Learning theory. All the apps used one type of learning theory 

in their design. Table 1 shows that the most common learning 

theory was direct instruction (97%), while only 3% of the apps used 

discovery learning.  None of them used any other form of learning 

theory (i.e., experiential, constructivist or situated cognition). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Math subjects. The majority, but not all, of the apps (93.9%) 

covered math subjects in their in-game activities (M = 1.70, SD= 

1.10). Figure 3 illustrates the number of math subjects covered in 

the apps. Cochran’s Q test was used to compare the proportion of 

different types of math subjects and the result shows that numbers 

and arithmetic were the most common whereas the least common 

subject was statistics, χ2(7) = 47.796, p < .001 (see Table 2).    

 

Figure 3. The Proportions of Numbers of Math Subjects (MS) 

Covered in Math Apps  

 

 
 

 

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Math Subjects Found in Math 

Apps  

  

Math Subjects  Mean (SD)  Frequency (%)  

Overall Math Subjects  1.7 (1.1) 31 (93.9)  

    Numbers    17 (51.5 %)  

    Arithmetic  
 

16 (48.5 %)  

    Algebra    7 (21.2%)  

    Geometry    6 (18.2 %)  

    Statistics    1 (3 %)  

    Measurement    2 (6.1 %)  

    Logic    3 (9.1 %)  

    Fractions    4 (12.1 %)  

  
 

RQ 2. Can benchmarks be used to classify educational apps? 

  

A hierarchical cluster analysis was conducted to identify different 

types of math apps based on their benchmarks. As shown in 

Figure 4, the dendrogram visually demonstrates the clusters 
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produced with the horizontal line representing the distance 

between clusters while the vertical line indicates merging of a 

cluster. A stopping line was draw in the dendrogram to best 

represent a variety of clusters while remaining unique 

characteristics for each cluster. Four meaningful clusters were 

identified before the stop line and Table 3 shows the matrix of 

each cluster and their benchmark characteristics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Dendrogram of Math App Cluster  

 

  
 

Table 3. App Clusters by Benchmarks 

 

Clusters Sc 

M (SD) 

Fe 

M (SD) 

MS 

M (SD) 

LT 

M (SD) 

CI 

M(SD) 

1 

(n=13) 

2.54 

(.66) 

1.92 

(.49) 

1.69 

(.63) 

1 

(0) 

.31 

(.48) 

2 

(n=15) 

0.73 

(.70) 

1.53 

(.52) 

1.20 

(.56) 

1 

(0) 

.13 

(.35) 

3 

(n=3) 

0  

(0) 

1.67 

(.57) 

2.33 

(2.08) 

1 

(0) 

0 

 (0) 

4 

(n=2) 

2.50 

(.71) 

1.50 

(.71) 

4.50 

(.71) 

1 

(0) 

0 

 (0) 

*Note: Sc=Scaffolding, Fe=Feedback, MS=Math subject, 

LT=Learning theory, CI=Content integration 

 

 

All four clusters covered the same level of learning theory but 

differed in other benchmarks. Cluster 1 apps (39%) provided the 

most scaffolding, feedback, and intrinsic content integration, but 

covered fewer math subjects. Cluster 2 apps (45%) covered the 

fewest math subjects, a moderate amount of feedback types and 

content integration, and few scaffolds. Cluster 3 apps (9%) 

covered more math subjects, but little attention was paid to 

scaffolding, feedback, and content integration. Finally, cluster 4 

apps (6%) covered the greatest number of math subjects and 

provided a moderate number of scaffolds, the least feedback, and 

no intrinsic content integration.  

 

Overall, apps in cluster 1 had more educational benchmarks but 

were limited in the diversity of their math content. Apps in cluster 

4 contained some level of quality while providing content richness 

but ignored intrinsic content integration. The rest of the apps 

either overlooked the importance of educational benchmarks 

(such as scaffolding and content integration) or solely targeted 

covering a large number of math subjects.  

 

Discussion 

 
The current study analyzed the educational content of 33 apps and 

the findings revealed that all reviewed apps covered at least three 

educational benchmarks, with only 12% of the apps including all 

five benchmarks. The most commonly covered benchmarks were 

feedback, scaffolding, math subjects and learning theory, but apps 

varied in the types of these benchmarks. For feedback, corrective 

feedback was the most common, despite previous research 

suggesting that corrective feedback is less helpful for learning 

compared to other types of feedback (Hattie & Timperely, 2007). 

For scaffolds, adaptive scaffolding was the least common. This 

suggests that math apps do not provide the appropriate amount of 

relevant support at the appropriate time. Almost all the apps (except 

one) used one specific learning theory (i.e., direct instruction). 

Thus, the current study reveals that the ‘top’ commercial math apps 

mostly rely on more teacher-centered pedagogies (i.e., direct 

instruction). Interestingly, direct-instruction is also the most 

common type of math game studied by researchers (Kacmaz & 

Dubé, under review). It is not surprising that direct instruction was 

the most common because it is well suited to the design of math 

apps and is straightforward to implement (McEwen & Dubé 2016). 

However, future app developers should consider applying a wider 

variety of learning theories for an optimum learning outcome. A 

hierarchical cluster analysis revealed that the examined apps can be 

grouped into four meaningful types. Among the types, there is a 

lack of quality apps that contained all educational benchmarks. This 

is largely because only a few apps had intrinsic content integration. 

Developers should pay more attention to this benchmark as 

intrinsically integrating learning content into game mechanics can 

promote students’ motivation and hence affect their learning 

outcomes (Habgood & Ainsworth, 2011). Further research needs to 

be done to explore the quality of commercially available math apps. 
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